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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the exponential periodicity and stability of neural networks with Lip- 
schitz continuous activation functions are investigated, without assuming the boundedness of the 
activation functions and the differentiability of time-varying delays, as needed in most other papers. 
The neural networks contain reaction-diffusion terms and both variable and unbounded elays. Some 
sufficient conditions ensuring the existence and uniqueness of periodic solution and stability of neu- 
ral networks with reaction-diffusion terms and both variable and unbounded elays are obtained by 
analytic methods and inequality technique. Furthermore, the exponential converging index is also 
estimated. The methods, which does not make use of Lyapunov functional, is simple and valid for the 
periodicity and stability analysis of neural networks with variable and/or unbounded elays. The re- 
sults extend some previous results. Two examples are given to show the effectiveness of the obtained 
results. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Exponent ia l  periodicity, Exponential stability, Reaction-diffusion terms, Variable de- 
lays, Unbounded elays, Lipschitz function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I t  is well known that  cellular neural  networks [1,2] have been successfully appl ied in signal pro- 
cessing, pat tern  recognit ion, and associative memories,  especial ly in processing stat ic images. 
They  are inherent ly local in nature  and are easily to implement  in very large scale integration. 
To process moving images, one must introduce delay in the signal t ransmi t ted  among the ceils. 
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On the other hand, time delay occur due to finite switching speeds of the amplifiers and commu- 
nication time. This leads to the cellular neural networks with delay [3,4]. The existence of time 
delay frequently causes oscillation, divergence, or instability in neural networks [5]. In recent 
years, the neural networks with delays has been extensively studied, many criteria for testing 
the stability of neural networks with delays have been derived [3-12]. Usually, constant fixed 
time delays in the model of delayed feedback systems provides a good approximation i simple 
circuits consisting of only a small number of cells. Though delays arise frequently in practical 
applications, it is difficult to measure them precisely. In most situations, delays are variable, 
and in fact unbounded [13]. That is, the entire history affects the present. Such delay terms, 
more suitable to practical neural networks, are called unbounded elays. Gopalsamy and He [13] 
studied the model of integro-differential equations as a model for Hopfield-type neural networks 
involving unbounded time delay arising from the signal propagation. Some results on the sta- 
bility of neural networks involving unbounded time delays are given [13-22]. Recently, neural 
networks with both unbounded time delays and bounded variable time delays is proposed [23]. 
The stability of neural networks involving both unbounded time delays and bounded variable 
time delays are studied [23-25]. However, strictly speaking, diffusion effect cannot be avoided 
in neural networks when electrons are moving in asymmetric electromagnetic f eld. So, we must 
consider that the activations vary in space as well as in time. In [26-31], the authors have 
considered the stability of neural networks with diffusion terms, which are expressed by partial 
differential equations. It is also common to consider the diffusion effect in biological systems 
such as immigration [32,33]. Moreover, studies on neural dynamical systems not only involve 
a discussion of stabilities, but also involve many dynamic behavior such as periodic oscillatory 
behavior, bifurcation, and chaos. In many applications, the properties of periodic oscillatory 
solutions are of great interest. For example, the human brain has been in periodic oscillatory 
or chaos state, hence it is prime importance to study periodic oscillation, exponential stability 
and chaos phenomenon of neural networks. To our knowledge, few authors have considered the 
periodicity of neural networks with reaction-diffusion terms and both variable and unbounded 
delays. Motivated by the above discussions, the objective of this paper is to study the periodic 
oscillatory solutions of neural networks with reaction-diffusion terms and both variable and un- 
bounded delays. We will also study the stability of this model. Our methods, which does not 
make use of Lyapunov functional, is simple and valid for the periodicity and stability analysis of 
neural networks with variable and/or unbounded elays, without assuming the boundedness of
the activation functions and the differentiability of time-varying delays, as needed in most other 
papers. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries will be given in Section 2. The 
main results and proof will be presented in Section 3. We will give concrete xamples illustrating 
obtained results in Section 4. We will make some comparisons with earlier eferences in Section 5. 
Finally, in Section 6, we will give the conclusions. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this paper, we consider a model of neural networks with reaction-diffusion terms and both 
variable and unbounded elays described by the following functional differential equations 
Oui(t,x) 
- diu,(t ,x) + ~a, j f j (u j ( t ,x ) )  
k--1 j= l  
o o /_" 
+ ~_~ bi j f j (u j ( t  - rj(t), x)) + ~ c~j Ki j ( t  - s)f3(u3(s, x))ds + Ii(t), (1) 
j----1 j= l  o¢ 
Oui 
=0,  t <_ O, x E cO~, 
O~ 
u~(s,z) = ¢~(s ,z ) ,  -~  < s < 0, 
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where ~ = (a_.~u. o__.xu- a_.~_u. ~~,Oxx, x2 ""  "' o~,,], i = 1,2, . . .  ,n, and n corresponds to the number of unit in the 
neural networks; d~ > 0, aq, bq, cij are constants, A = (aij)n×n, B = (bij)n×~, C = (cij)~×,~ 
are connection matrices, D = diag(dl, d2 . . . . .  d,~); ui(t, x) corresponds to the state of the ith unit 
at time t and in space x, f j (u j ( t ,x ) )  denotes the activation function o f j  th unit at time t and in 
space x, I i(t) is an input periodic function with period w, i.e., there exist a constant w > 0 such 
that /i(t + w) =/~(t )  (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), for all t > 0; the smooth function Dik = D~k(t,x, u) >_ 0 
corresponds the transmission diffusion operator along the ith unit, xi( i  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  rn) corresponds 
to the ith coordinate in the space x; f~ is a bounded compact set in space R m with smooth 
boundary 0~ and measure mesi~ > 0; ¢i(s,x) is the initial conditions, -oo  < s _< 0, ¢, are 
continuous on (-c~,0] x Rm; r j (t)  are bounded periodic functions with period w, 0 _< Tj(t) <_ 
r ( j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n); the delay kernels Kq  : [0, +c~) -* [0, +c~)( i , j  = 1, 2 . . . .  , n) are real valued 
nonnegative continuous functions and satisfy 
J0 +°° fo+~¢ -~K 
Kq (s) ds = 1, e q (s) ds < +oo. 
To obtain our results, we give the following assumptions. 
(H) There exists a positive diagonal matrix L = diag(L1, L2 , . . . ,  Ln) such that 
[A(Yl) - A(Y2)[ <- Li [Yl -- Y2I, 
for any Yl,Y2 E R, i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. 
For convenience, we introduce several notations. When I i(t) = I i( I i  is constant, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n), 
model (1) is denoted as model (1'). For an n x n matrix A, [A[ denotes the absolute value 
matrix given by [A] = ([aq[)n×m A* a* * _ * = 0 = ( ~j),~x~, where a~i = a~ as a~ > 0, and a~ 
as a~i < 0; a,~ -- laq[(i ¢ j ) .  For u(t ,x)  = (u l ( t ,x ) ,u2( t ,x ) , . . . ,un( t ,x ) )  x e R n, define 
I[u,(t, x)112 = Ira lug(t, x)12dx] 1/2, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
We introduce the initial function space, F = C( ( -oo ,  0] x R m, R '~) = {¢ = (¢1, ¢2 . . . . .  ¢~)T I¢, : 
( -o¢,  0] × R m --~ R is continuous and bounded, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. The norm on F is defined by 
n 
tl¢ll = sup ~l l¢~(s ,x ) lh .  
--oc<s_<O i=I 
It can be proved that the F is a Banach space. 
DEFINITION 1. An equilibrium point u* = ( u~ ,u~, . . . , u~) 7- o[ model (1') is said to be exponential 
stable i f  there exist two positive constants A > 0 and M >_ 1 such that 
n 
I [u~(t,x) - u~[[2 <_ MI le - u*[I e-at,  
i= l  
t>O,  
where l i ¢ -  u*ll : sup  ~ II¢~(s,x) - uTll2, 
-oo<s_<O i=1 
DEFINITION 2. Model (1) is said to be exponential periodic i f  there exist one w-periodic solution 
of the model and all other solutions of  the model converge xponentially to it as t ~ +oc. 
DEFINITION 3. A matr ix A is said to belong to the class Po i rA  satisfies that all principal minors 
of A are nonnegative. 
DEFINITION 4. A real matr ix A = (aq)nxn is said to be an M-matr ix  i f  aq <_ 0 (i ¢ j ,  i , j  = 1. 
2, . . . ,  n), and aJ1 successive principle minors of A are positive. 
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3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumption (H), if D - ([A[ + [B[ + IC[)L is an M-matrix, then model (i) 
has one unique periodic solution v(t, x) = (vl(t, x), v2(t, x) , . . . ,  vn(t, x)) T, and for any solution 
u(t,x) = (ui(t,x), ul ( t ,x) ,  . . .  , Un(t,x)) T of model (1), 
[[ui(t + jw, x) - vi(t,x)][2 = O(e- J~) ,  i=  1,2 , . . . ,n ,  
and the exponential converging index a can be estimated by 
( /Y ) ~i (d~ - a) - ~jLj la~j[ + e ~ [bo[ + [c~jI e~SK~j (s) ds > O, 
j=l  
where~ > 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
PROOF. Let u(t, x) = (ul (t, x), u2(t, x) , . . . ,  un (t, x)) -r is any solution of model (1), then 
O(u i ( t+w,x) -u~( t ,x ) )  =~m 0 (D ikO(u~(t+w,x) -u~( t ,x ) ) )  
Ot ~ ~zk Ozk 
n 
-d ,  (~,~ (t + ~, x) - u, (t, x)) + ~ a,~ [yj (uj (t + ~, ~)) - y~ (u~ (t, ~))] 
j= l  
n (2) 
+ E b,j [fj (uj (t + w - ~-j (t + w), x)) - f j  (uj (t - Tj (t), X))] 
j= l  
+ c,j g~ (t - s) [Ij (~j (s + ~,, x)) - Ij (us (s, ~))] a~, 
j= l  ~ 
for t > 0, i=  1,2, . . . ,n .  
Multiply both sides of (2) by u~(t + w, x) - ui(t, x) and integrate it, we get 
l d  fa 2 ~ (u i ( t+w,x) - -u i ( t ,x ) )  2 dx 
~ fn o ( ,~,x)- (t,x))) =k=l  (u i ( t+w,X) - -u i ( t ,x ) )~ Di kO(ui ( t+ -O~k ui dx 
-d / . /a  (ui (t + w, ~) - ui (t, x)) z dx 
(3) r~ / .  
n / .  
E b~j [~ (~,~ (t + ~, z) - ~,~ (t, x)) [l~ (u~- (t + ~ - ~-~ (t + ,~), ~)) - y~ (uj (t - ~-~ (t), ~))l + dx 
j= l  
+ ~ f_ (~ (t + ~) - (t,z)) + ~)) - (~,~))1 d~ dz. 
j=l ' oo 
By the boundary  condit ion of equation (1), we get 
o( ) (u,(t +w,x) - u,(t,z))-~x k D,k O(u'(t +w'x)  - u~(t'x)) dx (4) 
k=l OXk 
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/f~ [D~kO(ui(t +w'x ) - -  Ui(t'X)) ) m dx 
= (u i ( t+~,X) - -u~(t ,~))  \ - -0~ k-=l 
= IV"  ( (u i ( t+w,X)- -u~(t ,x) )D~k O(u~(t+w'x) -u~( t ,x ) ) )m dx 
Ox k k = 1 
_/f~(D,kO(u'(t+w'x)-u~(t'x))~m "V iu~( t+w,x) -u~( t ,x ) )dx  
OXk / k=l  
= fO ( iuilt Tw 'x ) -  ui(t 'x))DikOiui(t Tw 'x )  - u i i t 'x) )~ m da 
Oxk / k= 1 
k=i oxk u~(t ,z) ) /  dx 
. ,  .> _ x>> ) .  
= -- E Dik OXk dx, 
k=l  
in which V o o o )T = (~'~ ' ~ , " ' ,  oYk is the gradient operator, and 
(D,kO(u~ (t + w,x) - u, (t,x)) ~ m 
OXk / k=l 
['D,kO(U, (t +w,x)  -- u, (t,x)) . ,D,kO(u~ (t + w,x) -- ui (t,x)) ~ T 
O X l "" 5-~-z . ( ) 
From (3) and i4), Assumption (H) and Cauchy's inequality, we have 
d 
d-t Ilui (t + w, x) - u~ (t, x)ll~ < -2d~ Ilu~ (t + w, x) - ui i t, x)ll 2 
n 
+2 E laijl nj  Ilu~ (t + w,x) - ui (t,x)ll2" Iluj it + w,x) - uj (t,x)ll2 
j= l  
(5) n 
+2 E IbiJl Lj Ilui (t + w, z) - ui (t, x)112" Iluj (t + w - "rj (t + w) , x) - uy (t - 7j (t), x)1f2 
j= l  
2 +2 IcijlLj g i j i t - s ) l lu i i t+w,x) -u i i t ,  x ) l l2 . l lu j ( s+w,x) -u j ( s ,x ) l l2ds  j= l  oo 
fort  >O, i=  l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Since D - (]A] + ]B] + IC])L is an M-matrix, there exist • > 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) such that 
n 
~,d, - E ~J (]a~j ]+ ]bij I + ]cij I) nj  > 0, i = 1,2 . . . .  , n. (6) 
j= l  
Constructing the following functions, 
- ( ) g, ( ,)  = ~, (d, - #) - E ~jLj ]a,j] + e ~r ]bij] + ]c~jl e~SKij (s) ds 
j~-I 
(4)icont.) 
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for tz e [0, +co)  (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n) ,  f rom (6), we get g~(0) > 0, moreover g~(bt) --. - c~ as # --. +~c. 
Since gi(#) are continuous functions, there exist constants c~i ~ (0, +c~)( i  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) such 
that  
( /0 ) gi(o~i) = ¢i(di - a i )  - E~jL j  la,~l + e~O'lb,~ I + Ic~l ealSKij(s) ds = O. j= l  (7) 
By choosing 0 < c~ < min {c~i}, we have that  
l<i_<n 
( /0 ) gi(~) = ~i(d~ - c~) - E~jL  j la~jJ + eC~rlbijl + Icijl easKij(s) ds > 0 j= l  (8) 
for i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  
Let w~(t) = e2atllui(t + w, z) - u~(t, z)ll 2, calculating wi(t) of wi(t) along the solutions of (2), 
/}ore (5), we get 
~ (t) = e ~-~ 2~ It~ (t + ~, ~) - ~, (t, z)ll~ + ~ I1~ (t + ~, x) - u~ (t, z)ll~ 
<_ 2e 2at Hui (t + w, x) - ui(t, x)112 ( ( -d i  + a) Ilui (t + w, x) - ui (t, x)112 
n 
+ E laiJl Lj Huy (t +w,x)  - uj (t,x)ll2 
j= l  
+ 
n 
E Ib~Jl L j  Iluj (t +w - Tj (t +w) ,x )  - uj (t - Tj (t),X)I[2 
j= l  
+ Ic~jlLj K i j ( t - s )  l lu j ( s+w,x) -u j ( s ,x ) t l2ds  




j= l  
22  Defining curve 7 = {z(/) = (zx(l),...,z,~(l)) T ] zi = ( i l  , l > 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  and set 
K = {w I 0 _< w < z, z E 3'}. I t  is obvious that  K(z(l)) D K(z(l')) as l > l'. 
Let l0 = ((1 + 5)sup_~<~_< 0 Ilui(s + w,z) - ui(s, x) l l2) / (min l<i<n{( i})  (5 is a posit ive con- 
stant) ,  then 
22 
for - co  < s < 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
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We will prove that 
22 wi(t) < ~i lO, (10) 
for t >_ 0, i = 1,2 . . . .  ,n. If (10) is not true, then there exist some i and tl (t: > 0) such that 
W~(tl) 2 2 = ~i 10, 
~,( t : )  >_ 0, 
and 
_ ( ) lo ,  
for - c¢  < t < t:, j = 1,2, . . .  ,n. However, from (9) and (8), we get 
( d~i(tl) _< 2{i/o (-di + a)(do + E laoILJ(J l° + E IbolLje'~" (J l° 
j= l  j~ l  
+ ~_, Ic,jlLj Kij(t: - s)e~(t'-~)(jlods 
j= l  oo 
( o 
j= l  j= l  
n /0 ) + E (jLjlcoI Ko(s)eaSds < O, 
j= l  
this is a contradiction. So, 
22 ~,( t )  < ~ l0 
fbr t _> 0, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, which implies wi(t) is bounded, hence 
Ilu~(t+~,x)-u,(t,x)fl2=o(e-~), i=1 ,2  . . . . .  ~. 
Now, define a function 
Because of 
vi(t,x) = l i ra  ui(t + jw,x). 
j ---* c¢ 
(11) 
Ilu~(t + jw, x) - vi(t + jw, x)lh = O(e - J~')  
when j ~ co, which means the limit solution is unique. Theorem 1 is proved completely. 
Theorem 1 can be applied to model (1~), too. If we consider constant I~ as a periodic function 
with any period, then the limit v(t, x) is also a periodic function with any period and thus is a 
constant vector v* = (Vl, v2 , . . .  , Vn) T. Therefore, we have Theorem 2 as follows. 
J 
u~(t + jo,, x) = ~( t ,x )  + ~ (u,(t + kw, x) - u,(t + (k - 1),,, x)) 
k=l 
and from (11), vi(t,x) is well defined and is a periodic function with period w. Moreover. if 
u(t, x), v(t, x) are two solutions, by similar method used before, it is easy to prove 
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THEOREM 2. Under Assumption (H), if D - (IAI + tBI + ICI)L is an M-matrix, then model 
(1') has one unique periodic equilibrium point v* = (v~, v~, . . . ,  v~) x, and for any solution 
u(t ,x)  = (ul(t ,x) ,  u2(t,x), . . . ,  u,~(t,x)) -r of model (1'), we have 
Iludt, x) - v*f12 = O(e-'~t), i : 1,2, . . .  ,n ,  
and the exponential converging index a can be estimated by 
( /o ) ~i(d i -a ) -E~jL  j la i j l+e~rlbi j l+leis l  e~SK~s(s) ds >0,  S-----1 
where ~i > 0, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n .  
In models (1) and (1'), when D/k(t, x, u) = 0, models (1) and (1') become the following models 
dub(t) 
d~--- - diu~ (t) + E a/sfs (us (t)) 
j= l  
+ E b/sfS (us (t - T s (t))) + c/s KiS (t - s) fS (us (s)) ds + I~ (t), 
j= l  j= l  oc 
(12) 
u,  (s)  = ¢ / (s ) ,  -oo  < s < 0 
and 
dui(t) n 
= -d/u i  (t) + E aisfs (us (t)) dt 
j= l  
n n t 
+ ~ b,sls (us (t - -s (t))) + ~e,s  f_ K,s (t - s)Is (us (s)) es + J/, 
3----1 j=  1 oo 
(13) 
u/ (s )  = ¢~ (s ) ,  -o0  < s < 0. 
For models (12) and (13), we have the following results. 
COROLLARY 1. Under Assumption (H), if D - ([A[ + IB[ + [C[)L is an M-matrix, then model 
(12) has one unique periodic solution v(t) = (vl (t), v2(t) . . . .  , vn(t) ) T, and for any solution u(t ) = 
(ul(t), ul(t),  . . . ,  Un(t)) T of model (12), 
I lu/(t + j~)  - v / ( t ) l l2  = O(e -S~) ,  i - -  1 ,2  . . . .  ,n ,  
and the exponential converging index a can be estimated by 
( /o ) ~/(d / -  a) - E~jL j  [a/j[ + e ar [bii[ + Ic/j[ eaSg/j (s) ds > O, j= l  
where ~/ > 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
COROLLARY 2. Under Assumption (H), if D - ([A I + [B] + [CI)L is an M-matrix, then model (13) 
has one unique periodic equilibrium point v* = (v{, v~, • .. ,  v*~XnJ , and for any solution u(t) = 
(ul(t), u2(t), . . . ,  Ztn( t ) )  T of  mode l  (13), we have 
l l=/(t )  - v*ll= = o (e -~t ) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  ~,  
Exponential Periodicity 
and the exponential converging index ~ can be estimated by 
o ( /o ) ~i (di - a) - E~jL j  laij[ + e ar Ib,j[ + Icijl eaSK~j (s) ds > O, 
j=l  
where~i>0,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
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4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following neural network model 
dul (t) 
dt - -  -- --1.1U 1 (t) ÷ O.lf l  (U 1 (t)) ÷ O.lf2 (it 2 (t)) 
+ 0.2fl (ul (t - ~'1 (t))) - 0.1f2 (us (t - r2 (t))) 
du2 (t) 
dt 
+ 0.3 Kl l  (t - s) f l  (ul (s)) ds + 0.2 K12 (t - s) f2 (u2 (s)) ds + 8, 
0.su~ (t) - o.111 (ul (t)) 
(14) 
÷ 0.15fl (U 1 (t -- TI (t))) ÷ 0.2f2 (U 2 (t -- T 2 (t))) 
L - 0.25 K21 (t - s) f l  (Ul (s)) ds + 0.15 K22 (t - s) f2 (u2 (s)) ds - 5, oo 
where f i(r) = (1 /2) ( I r+ l  { - I r  - ll), i = 1, 2, Kij(s) = se -s, i, j = 1,2, rl(t) = 1 + Isintl, 
v2(t) = 1 - (1/2)1 costl. 
It is obvious that the conditions of the delay kernel K~j (s)(i, j = 1, 2) and time-varying delays 
rj (j = 1,2) are held. On the other hand, for any r l ,  r2 E R, we have 
I f i ( r l ) -  fi(r2)[ _< lrl -r21, i - -1 ,2 ,  
hence, L 1 : L2 - -1  and n - - (101  0.°8), A ~ (°011 0;1), U ~ (:125 i721), C - -  (_°'.35:'125) , 
L= 01 ' 
-0.4) an M-matrix, Corollary 2, we Since D - (IA I + IBI + [CI)L = 0.5 is from know that -0.5 0.45 
neural network (14) has one unique equilibrium point, which is globally exponentially stable. 
Since the equilibrium point u* = (ul, u~) T satisfies the following equations, 
-1.1u I + 0.6fl(u~) + 0.2f2(u~) + 8 = 0, 
-0.8u~ - 0.2f l (ul)  + 0.35f2(u~) - 5 = 0. 
By making use of the MATLAB software, we can get the unique equilibrium point u* = (19.0654, 
-7.6636) T, and the exponential converging index a = 0.01. 
(-0.6 -0.4 ) does not belong to P0, the results in [25] can REMARK. Since - (A* + IBI + ICI) -- -0.5 -0.35 
not be use to judge the global exponential stability of model (14). This fact illustrates that our 
obtained results in this paper extended and improved some previous results. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following neural network model 
Oul(t,x) O(  Ou~(t,x)) 
Ot - Ot t4x2 0x -1 .2u l ( t ,x )+O.2 f l (u l ( t ,x ) ) -0 .3 f2 (u2( t .x ) )  
+ 0.1fl(ul(t - rl(t),z)) + 0.2 /2(u2( t  - r2(t),z)) 
t 
+ 0.3 K11(t - s)fl(Ul(S, x)) ds 
J -oo  
-- 0.4 I_too g l2(t  - s)f2(u2(s,x)) ds - 7sin t, 
Ou~(t,x) 0 ( Ou~(t,x) ~ 
Ot "= O'-t t2x8 ~z  ] -u2( t ,x ) -O . l f l (U l ( t ,x ) )+O. l f2 (ue( t ,x ) )  
- O.15fl(ul(t - r l(t) ,z)) + 0.12f2(u2(t - r~(t), z)) 
- 0.13 j t K21(t - s)fl(Ul(S, x)) ds 
+ 0.2 f_too K22(t - s)f2(u2(s, x)) ds + 2 cos t, 
where fi(r) = (e r - e - r ) / (e  r + e-r) ,  i --- 1, 2, K~j(s) = se -s, i, j = 1,2, r l(t) = 2 + ]cos(1/2)tt, 
T2(t) = 3 -- ] sin(1/2)t I.
It is obvious that the conditions of the delay kernel K~j(s)(i, j = 1, 2) and time-varying delays 
7j(j = 1,2) are held. For any r l ,  r~ E R, we have 
Lf~(~l) - f~(r2)t < It1 - r~l, i = 1,2,  
henceL1 =L2 = 1 andD= (1.20~ (002-0 .3  ) B= (0 .1  0 .2 )C= (0 .3  0054) o 1J '  m = 1 0.1 , -0 .150 .12  ~ -0 .13  ' 
L 2 cost. 
(0. ) -0.9 is an M-matrix, from Theorem 1, we know that Since D - (IAI + IBI + IC l )L  = -0.as o.~s
there exists exactly one 2r-periodic solution of model (15) and all other solutions of model (15) 
converge to it exponentially as t --* +c~. 
5. COMPARISONS 
Some famous neural networks models became a special case of model (1) or (1~). For example, 
if Dik(t, x, u) = O, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  m, model (Y) becomes model (13) which has been 
studied by Zhang [24,25]; if D~k(t, x, u) = O, di = 1, f~(O) = (1/2)([0 + 1[ - [0 - 1]). i --- 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m, model (13) has been studied by Zhang [23]. 
In [23-25], authors only consider the stability of model (1'), but the periodic solution of the 
model was not studied. In this paper, we not only consider the stability, but also consider the 
periodicity of neural networks with reaction-diffusion terms and both variable and unbounded 
delays, and the exponential converging index is also estimated. 
The stability condition in Theorem 2 is independent of delays. In [34,35], stability of neural 
networks with fixed or variable delays were studied, but the stability conditions depend on delays. 
When activations are global Lipchits bounded functions, the global asymptotic stability was 
studied in [23], and stability condition is given, but the exponential stability is not considered. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper,  exponent ia l  periodic solut ion and stabi l i ty of neural  networks with reaction- 
diffusion terms and both variable and unbounded elays have been studied, w i thout  assuming the 
boundedness of the act ivat ion functions and the differentiabi l i ty of t ime-vary ing delays, as needed 
in most other  papers. Some sufficient condit ions ensuring existence and uniqueness of periodic 
solution and stabi l i ty for this neural  networks are obta ined by analyt ic methods  and inequal ity 
technique. The  methods,  which does not make use of Lyaunov functional,  is s imple and valid for 
the per iodic i ty and stabi l i ty analysis of neural  networks with variable and/or  unbounded delays. 
These play an impor tant  role in the design and appl icat ions of neural  networks with reaction- 
diffusion and both variable and unbounded delays. Several  previous results are improved and 
general ized, and two examples are given to show the effectiveness of obta ined results. The  fact 
that  neural  networks have the property  of exponent ia l  per iodic i ty is an interest ing dynamic 
behavior, and it will find wide application in some areas such as learning system. 
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